20	THE   RISE   OF   ITALIAN   FASCISM
the Socialist Party, in order to avoid c creating false hopes',
postponed all action (and continued to do so until the march
on Rome) until the £ approaching revolution ' : the real
thing, which would have the authentic stamp of Moscow.
Meanwhile, as in Bologna, tradesmen took the keys of their
shops to the Chambers of Labour, while the socialist adminis-
tration enforced price control. The communes and
Chambers of Labour : these were the £ second power ' which
were rising up against the state, and might take its place ;
these were the Italian ' Soviets', formed by the far-reaching
traditions of municipal life and by the recent history of
the working-class movement. But they were not copied
from Russia, and the so-called leaders persisted in wanting
to form Soviets exactly to the Russian pattern. Because
the revolution was Italian and popular in form the c revolu-
tionaries ', who wanted 6 Soviets everywhere ', passed it by
without recognizing it.
On the other hand there was organized for July 20-21 a
general strike, which was to have been international : a
demonstration of solidarity with the Russian and Hungarian
soviet republics. This had been decided upon at; the South-
port Conference, but at the last moment the French General
Confederation of Labour withdrew, and the Italian socialists
alone carried out their agreement. Something serious was
expected and the atmosphere was oppressive and uneasy,
but nothing happened. The political strike was nothing
but a show, staged without enthusiasm or any of the pas-
sionate interest which launched the attack against the high
cost of living. The premonitions of the ruling classes were
dispelled ; with new confidence they prepared for battle.
While the towns were being shaken by strikes, agitation
against the cost of living, and industrial riots, there were in
the country the makings of a revolution which escaped
j equally from the control of the socialist and syndicalist
Headers. Mobs of recently demobilized peasants took
'possession of uncultivated estates (lalifundia) and settled on
them. ' During the war there was plenty of talk of " the
land for the peasants". There are some promises which
cannot be broken with impunity. When the peasants over-
ran several estates of the Agro Romano, soldiers of a regiment

